Board Redistricting Questionnaire District A
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District A includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•

Arapahoe County
Denver
Glendale

The District A 2020 population is 207,418, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 2,360 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District A will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. One of the four Districts (District B) bordering your District also
must contract, while the other two (Districts C, D and E) must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District you believe would be appropriate to be kept in District A?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District B
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District B includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•

Adams County
Aurora
Denver

The District B 2020 population is 227,781, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 22,720 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District B will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. Three of the five Districts (Districts A, F and K) bordering your
District also must contract, while the other two (Districts C and E) must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District B?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District C
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District C includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•

Jefferson County
Denver
Edgewater
Wheat Ridge

The District C 2020 population is 193,054, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 12,010 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District C will need to expand
geographically to gain population. Of the six Districts that border your District, three (Districts A, B and
K) to the north and east, must contract geographically. The Districts to the south and west (Districts D,
M and L) must expand in size.
With that in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District C?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District C?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District D
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District D includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arapahoe County
Jefferson County
Denver
Englewood
Lakewood
Littleton
Sheridan

The District D 2020 population is 184,380, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 20,680 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District D will need to expand
geographically to gain population. Of the six Districts that border your District, all but District A also
must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District D?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District D?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?

5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District E
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District E includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•

Arapahoe County
Aurora
Denver
Centennial
Greenwood Village

The District E 2020 population is 196,902, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 8,160 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District E will need to expand
geographically to gain population. Of the six Districts that border your District, four Districts (A, B, F and
G) must contract geographically. The other two (Districts D and H) must expand in size.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District E?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District E?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to see
with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement

should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District F
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District F includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•

Arapahoe County
Aurora

The District F 2020 population is 211,877, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 6,820 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District F will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. All the Director Districts bordering your District must also
contract, except for District E, to the immediate west.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District F?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District G
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District G includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arapahoe County
Douglas County
Aurora
Centennial
Foxfield
Greenwood Village
Lone Tree
Parker

The District G 2020 population is 222,152, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 17,090 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District G will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. Two of the three Districts (Districts E and H) bordering your
District must expand, while the other one (District F) must contract geographically.
With that in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District G?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?

5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District H
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District H includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arapahoe County
Douglas County
Centennial
Cherry Hills Village
Columbine Valley
Greenwood Village
Littleton

The District H 2020 population is 193,323, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 11,740 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District H will need to expand
geographically to gain population. Of the four Districts that border your District, three (Districts D, E and
N) also must expand geographically. Only District G, to the east, must contract in size.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be
appropriate to be included into District H?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not
be appropriate to be included into District H?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like
to see with the redistricting effort?

5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing
Districts. At the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether
that requirement should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do
you think it should be dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District I
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District I includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adams County
Weld County
Broomfield
Erie
Lafayette
Thornton

The District I 2020 population is 235,658, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 30,600 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District I will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. Two of the four Districts bordering your District (Districts J and
K) also must contract, while the other two (Districts L and O) must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District I?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement

should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District J
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District J includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adams County
Jefferson County
Arvada
Federal Heights
Northglenn
Thornton
Westminster

The District J 2020 population is 205,900, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 840 to achieve
the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District J will need to contract geographically
to lose that population. Two of the three Districts bordering your District (Districts I and K) also must
contract, while the other one (District L) must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District J?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement

should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District K
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population while, those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District K includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•

Adams County
Weld County
Brighton
Commerce City
Thornton

The District K 2020 population is 222,757, meaning that it will have to lose approximately 17,700 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District K will need to contract
geographically to lose that population. Three of the five Districts (Districts B, I and J) bordering your
District also must contract, while the other two (Districts C and L) must expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas of your District believe would be appropriate to be kept in District K?
3. Conversely, are there areas of your District that you believe would be appropriate to be
included in an adjacent Director District?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District L
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District L includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•

Adams County
Jefferson County
Arvada
Westminster

The District L 2020 population is 198,295, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 6,765 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District L will need to expand
geographically to gain population. Of the seven Districts that boarder District L, four of those (Districts
C, M, N and O) also will need to expand geographically. The three Districts to the northeast (I, J and K)
must contract geographically.
1. Director Preferences Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would
like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District L?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District L?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement

should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District M
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District M includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jefferson County
Golden
Lakeside
Lakewood
Mountain View
Wheat Ridge

The District M 2020 population is 192,317 181,149, meaning that it will have to gain approximately
12,743 to achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District M will need to
expand geographically to gain population. The challenges associated with that expansion are that all
four Districts that border District M also need to gain population and expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District M?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District M?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement

should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District N
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District N includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•

Unincorporated Jefferson County
Lakewood
Littleton
Morrison

The District N 2020 population is 181,149, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 34,320 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District N will need to expand
geographically to gain population. The challenges associated with that expansion are that District N
abuts the west side of the RTD boundary, and all five of the Director Districts bordering your Director
District must also expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District N?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District N?
4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

Board Redistricting Questionnaire District O
As we are initiating the Redistricting process, we want to survey each Board member to learn more
about the considerations that are important to you as we begin drafting the new Director District map.
In the period between 2010 and 2020, the District’s population grew by 408,208 people for a total
population of 3,075,920. On average, after the redistricting process, each of the Director Districts will
have a population of approximately 205,060. As expected, the population growth was not evenly
distributed throughout RTD. In general terms, the Director Districts in the east grew the most, while
those on the west grew less. Accordingly, those Director Districts that experienced the most growth will
have to be reduced in geographic size and lose population, while those that experienced the least
growth will have to expand in size to gain population.
To the extent possible, the Redistricting Committee has historically relied on the following guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•

Districts comprised of whole voter precincts
Current Directors to be kept in their existing Districts
5% deviation between most and least populous districts
Follow jurisdictional lines when possible
Avoid irregular boundary lines

District O includes the following jurisdictions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boulder County
Boulder
Jamestown
Longmont
Louisville
Lyons
Nederland
Superior
Ward

The District O 2020 population is 203,656, meaning that it will have to gain approximately 1,400 to
achieve the District-wide average of 205,060, and correspondingly, District O will need to expand
geographically to gain population. The challenges associated with that expansion are that District O
abuts the west side of the RTD boundary, and two of the three Director Districts (Districts L and N)
bordering your Director District must also expand geographically.
With that challenge in mind,
1. Within your District, are there communities of interest that you would like to keep intact?
2. Are there any areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would be appropriate to
be included into District O?
3. Conversely, are there areas in the adjacent Director Districts that you believe would not be
appropriate to be included into District O?

4. Overall, from a District-wide perspective, are there any overarching goals you would like to
see with the redistricting effort?
5. The existing Guidelines state that current Directors are to be kept in their existing Districts. At
the Ad Hoc Redistricting Committee meeting, Directors questioned whether that requirement
should be kept. Do you support maintaining that requirement? Or, do you think it should be
dropped?

Write Your Responses in Here:

